
3 Schlafzimmer Villa zu verkaufen in San Pedro del Pinatar, Murcia

Grupo Platinum Estates presents an exclusive luxury complex with 8 townhouses in Phase II, each with private
swimming pool and parking space. These homes have various terraces and large solariums that invite you to enjoy the
sun all year round. With 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and a dressing room in the master suite, these residences are
designed on two levels and an impressive solarium on the top floor, showcasing a contemporary style and an open
plan concept that seamlessly integrates a fully equipped kitchen with a spacious livingdining room. Book a viewing
now on +34 950 46 61 12

Enjoy the ultimate luxury in this complex. Each townhouse exudes sophistication and functionality, with meticulous
attention to detail evident in every corner. Step into the light and airy spaces that blend seamlessly together, creating
an atmosphere of modern elegance. The kitchen, fully fitted and equipped with top of the range appliances, is the
heart of the home and blends seamlessly with the cosy livingdining room, perfect for entertaining or spending
pleasant evenings. Head upstairs to discover a haven of bedrooms, including the master suite with its indulgent
dressing room. The outdoor spaces, from the LEDlit private pool to the expansive solarium, promise unrivalled
moments of relaxation and rejuvenation.

Located in San Pedro del Pinatar, Murcia, this complex stands as a hub of comfort surrounded by a plethora of
services and sports facilities. Proximity to multiple golf courses and just a 30minute drive from Murcia airport enhance
the accessibility of this prime location. Furthermore, being only 2.5 kilometres from the Mar Menor and the
Mediterranean beaches offers the luxury of coastal living. Enjoy the lifestyle you deserve in this vibrant area. Book
your viewing of these exceptional townhouses by calling +34 950 46 61 12 and experience firsthand the epitome of
luxury living.

  3 Schlafzimmer   2 Badezimmer   107m² Baugröße
  129m² Grundstücksgröße   Schwimmbad

329.000€
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